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“Health is having the reserve to do what you need to do with energy and enthusiasm.” This was Dr. Hugh Riordan’s definition of health and is still applied to The Center’s patients today. Dr. Ronald Hunninghake, Chief Medical Officer, compares this definition to that of an automobile reserves - gas, oil, antifreeze. If your gas tank is full, you have plenty of reserves. If the level is down to a quarter of a tank or less, the gas gauge will tell that the reserves are running out and you’d better do something quick.

The Center’s physicians check a patient’s nutritional reserves (or gauge) by measuring nutrient levels in blood, urine and hair. In many cases, patients are running on near-empty tanks! By finding the cause of a patient’s illness and rebuilding their reserves, a cure if often possible.

The following section list comments of some co-learners/patients from The Center (used with their permission).

“More than fifteen years ago the diagnosis of breast cancer brought me to The Center where I embarked on a healing, spiritual journey.” - Zelmam

“The Center was a life saver for Billy. Before we came to The Center, the doctors were saying we should have our little child committed. Coming to The Center for food sensitivity and other testing influenced his life positively in every way. We had felt threatened by the medical community and coming here made us feel all right. Billy went on to college and became a teacher and a coach. He married a lovely woman.” - Eula

“I have already lived more than two years longer than my regular doctors thought possible. Thanks to The Center my cancer metastases are gone and I feel great! Intravenous vitamin C and other nutrients made the difference.” - Barbara

“Thanks to The Center, I lost weight and I feel like I’m twenty years younger. I feel you saved my life!” - Dee

“I was on death row before coming to The Center. In a short time through nutritional medicine and chelation I was really helped a lot.” - Ray “I was on crutches when I got here. Not only can I walk now, I am back to Polka dancing. The Center did a good job, you have nice nurses too.” - Larry

“When I started with Dr. Riordan, I had been told I needed my right knee and left hip replaced, arthritis in my upper and lower extremities, cataracts in both eyes, and many other problems. Today I am approaching 84 years young, work 33 hours a week, have all my original joints and see clearly without having cataract surgery. Isn’t that good!” - Nelda

“Before coming to The Center I had a life of constant pain. The Center brought me back to a world of joy and life- physically, mentally and spiritually. You don’t know how dark your inner world becomes with constant pain.” - Terry

“I’ve only been treated by you for a month, but I’ve gotten more results than I ever expected in a life-time with traditional medicine. I’m not completely healed yet, but I am on my way now. Maybe it is the warm, positive people, but there is an undercurrent of healing that one senses at The Center.” - Sue

“When I came to The Center, I had to have my wife put on my socks, I was so
stiff from arthritis. Because of the help I received at The Center, I am completely pain and symptom free today.” - Bob

“Since coming to The Center a year and a half ago, my life has improved dramatically! My Arthritis is GONE and I am not only pain free, but have regained both strength and flexibility in my hands and other joints; my psoriasis has cleared up; and I now have energy! My family and friends say this has done miracles for me, and I agree.” - Betty

“Just last week I was talking to an acquaintance and when she heard that I worked for The Center, exclaimed, ‘Oh, Dr. Riordan turned my life around!’ She had chronic infections and profound fatigue and feels you saved her life.” - Jeri

“The Center has made a major positive impact on myself as well as many of our employees. The Center directs the focus on the individual need of each person, and can be the main road to better health.” - Alan (This individual owns a large company in Kansas and paid to have nutrition testing done on more than 100 employees for the past five years).

These cases represent just a small sample of the positive results The Center has had following the principles of health care first proposed by Dr. Riordan and now carried on by the staff of The Center. As always, we are grateful to our wonderful co-learners/patients. They give us great joy.